Abstract. The formalisation of security properties for computer systems raises the problem of overcoming also in a formal setting the classical view according to which confidentiality is an absolute property stating the complete absence of any unauthorised disclosure of information. In this paper, we present two formal models in which the notion of noninterference, which is at the basis of a large variety of security properties defined in the recent literature, is approximated. To this aim, the definition of indistinguishability of process behaviour is replaced by a similarity notion, which introduces a quantitative measure ε of the behavioural difference among processes. The first model relies on a programming paradigm called Probabilistic Concurrent Constraint Programming, while the second one is presented in the setting of a probabilistic process algebra. In both models, appropriate notions of distance provide information (the ε) on the security level of the system at hand, in terms of the capability of an external observer of identifying illegal interferences.
Introduction
The correct estimation of properties of concurrent computer systems is a problem that was widely and successfully attacked via several different formal approaches [CT02, BHK01, HHHMR94, HS95, Hil96, BDG98, Ber99, Bra02] . However, a number of factors make the use of approximation techniques necessary to enhance the reliability of "exact" solutions obtained through the formal analysis of the mathematical model of a real, complex system. On the one hand, the confidence we can have in the answers computed by a software tool, which are delivered with certainty, strictly depends on the likelihood of obtaining precise information needed to formally specify the system at hand. On the other hand, even when such information is exact, the results of the mathematical analysis definitely assert that the considered property is or is not satisfied by the system model, while in practice it often happens that a system that approximately behaves like a perfect one is not only acceptable but also the only possible implementation. In practice, in a realistic scenario, a qualitative binary answer to the classical question "does the system satisfy my property?" is too restrictive and, in many cases, not significant.
In this work, we concentrate on formal techniques that employ probabilistic information to give a quantitative answer to the kind of question above in the restricted framework of security properties. Indeed, the motivations surveyed above apply also to the problem of verifying the security requirements of real systems. It is well-accepted that the unauthorised disclosure of confidential information cannot be completely avoided in real, complex systems, where typically the interplay between the portion of the system handling secrets and the other components that instead manage public information is more tight than that we expect [RMMG01] . In practice, part of the information flowing through the system cannot be controlled, and a portion of such an unavoidable information flow is sometimes illegal, in the sense that it reveals confidential data to unauthorised users. In such a case, the goal of the designer consists of minimising the illegal information leakage, and, as a consequence, the aim of the analyst must be the provision of an approximated estimation of such an information leakage. As a simple, real example, consider a password-based authentication system, like, e.g., an automatic teller machine. It is trivial to verify that absolute secrecy cannot be guaranteed. In fact, a brute-force based attack has the possibility, even if negligible, of guessing the password, thus violating the secrecy requirements. The analysis of such a kind of system is beyond the scope of possibilistic information flow techniques, which reject programs that do not guarantee absolute secrecy. A more interesting analysis should state that a potential information leakage is not troubling. From a quantitative viewpoint, this corresponds to verify whether or not the probability of detecting a potential illegal information flow is beyond a threshold for which the observer considers the system to be secure "enough". In case of the automatic teller machine, the probability of cracking the system depends on the length of the password and on the number of attempts at disposal of the attacker. By playing on these parameters, the designer can limit to a negligible (as desired) value the probability of accessing the system without knowing the appropriate password.
The approach to information flow analysis we consider is based on the idea of noninterference, originally proposed in [GM82] , which states that "one group of users, using a certain set of commands, is noninterfering with another group of users if what the first group does with those commands has no effect on what the second group of users can see". In a security context, the first group is represented by the high-level users, which execute confidential, secret activities, while the second group is given by the low-level users, which instead see public data only. The intuition is that the low-level view of the system to be analysed is not to be altered by the behaviour of the high-level users. If this is the case, we say that any covert channel cannot be set up from the high level to the low level. The verification of the condition above is based on the idea of indistinguishability of behaviours: in order to establish that there is no information flow between a high-level component H and a low-level object L, it is sufficient to check if for any pair of behaviours of the system that differ only in H's behaviour, L's observations cannot distinguish these two behaviours. Depending on the nature of the information flow, an external observer can characterise different kinds of interference, due, e.g., to the deterministic, nondeterministic, timed, or probabilistic behaviour of the system. In particular, possibilistic noninterference for nondeterministic programs is weaker than probabilistic noninterference, which helps to reveal those covert channels that arise from the analysis of the frequency of the possible observations in several consecutive executions of the system [Gra90, McL90] . Consider, e.g., a program P that handles pin numbers needed to access the automatic teller machine mentioned above. At a certain point of the execution, the following statement is executed: low variable := PIN i + p rand (9999) where + p is a probabilistic choice operator that selects the left-hand command (which assigns a secret pin to a public, low variable) with probability p and the right-hand command (which assigns a random value from the range [0 . . . 9999] to the low variable) with probability 1 − p. According to a purely nondeterministic behaviour, the program above is secure, since the set of possible outcomes does not change depending on which command will be executed. However, statistical inferences derived from the relative frequency of outcomes of repeated executions of the program allow an external observer to disclose the secret pin with a confidence that depends on the number of executed experiments.
Probabilistic noninterference also offers the means for approximating noninterference properties, by quantifying the real effectiveness of each possibilistic covert channel. More precisely, the key idea of an approach based on probabilistic noninterference is to replace the notion of indistinguishability by an appropriate notion of similarity. For instance, consider again program P and assume that parameter p is a value very close to 0. Obviously, the behaviour of P is not the same as that of the following secure program P': low variable := rand(9999) since if we execute "infinitely often" both programs, then the limit of the frequencies of the possible outcomes allow the observer to distinguish P from P'. However, in practice we have that P and P' are similar and the probability of distinguishing the two programs is still negligible even after a large number n of experiments. In other words, P is considered to be an acceptable approximation of a secure program. As a result of an approach that replaces the restrictive idea of indistinguishability by a relaxed, more realistic notion of similarity, we can accept as secure systems a number of programs that somehow suffer from an information leakage but in practice offer sufficient security guarantees.
In this work, we survey two semantics-based security models (i.e., models that analyse the program behaviour to verify security properties) in which the notion of noninterference is approximated in the sense that they allow for some exactly quantified information leakage. The first one formalises such an approach in the context of a particular probabilistic declarative language, while the second one is based on a probabilistic process algebraic framework.
Language-based formalisms provide a suitable framework for analysing the confidentiality properties of real, complex computing systems. Particularly promising is the use of program semantics and analysis for the specification of information-flow policies and information-flow controls which guarantee data confidentiality (see, e.g., [SM03] for a survey).
On the other hand, process algebras provide all the main ingredients needed to specify and analyse noninterference properties of computer systems (see, e.g., the several process algebraic approaches described in [FG01] ). They are designed with the aim of describing concurrent systems that may interact through the exchange of messages, so that they can be used to naturally express each information flow occurring within the system to be modeled. They deal with both nondeterminism and, as we will focus in this work, probability, so that several kinds of information leakage can be revealed. They also deal in an elegant way with abstraction thanks to the hiding operator, which can be used to specify the observational power of each external observer, depending on the security level of such an observer. Last but not least, there exists a strong, natural similarity between the notion of indistinguishability for processes and semantic equivalences over process algebraic terms.
In the following, we first introduce the language-based approach by presenting a formalisation of a noninterference property called confinement together with its probabilistic and approximated versions in the setting of the probabilistic programming language PCCP (Probabilistic Concurrent Constraint Programming) [DW98a, DW98b] . In this language nondeterminism is completely replaced by probabilistic choice, which makes it possible to develop a statistical interpretation of the approximation of the security property. Moreover, the different role played by variables in imperative and constraint programming hinders a direct translation of previous formalisation of noninterference based on the imperative paradigm into the PCCP setting, where a more appropriate notion must consider process identity rather than variables values.
Then, we introduce a process algebraic framework for approximating probabilistic noninterference. The basic calculus integrates the characteristics of the classical CCS [Mil89] and CSP [Hoa85] and employs a probabilistic model that is a mixture of the reactive and generative models of probability [GSS95] . Such an approach permits the modeler to specify both nondeterministic behaviour and probabilistic information in the same system model. The behavioural equivalence of process expressions is defined in terms of weak probabilistic bisimulation, a probabilistic extension of the classical weak bisimulation by Milner [Mil89] . Moreover, the behavioural similarity among processes is defined in terms of a relation called weak probabilistic bisimulation with ε-precision, an approximated version of the weak probabilistic bisimulation, where ε provides information on "how much" two behaviours differ from each other.
2 Language-based Approach to Noninterference
Probabilistic Concurrent Constraint Programming
Probabilistic Concurrent Constraint Programming (PCCP) [DW98a, DW98b] is a probabilistic version of the Concurrent Constraint Programming (CCP) paradigm [SRP91, SR90] . This can be seen as a kind of process algebra enhanced with a notion of computational state. More precisely, CCP as well as PCCP are based on the notion of a generic constraint system C, defined as a cylindric algebraic complete partial order (see [SRP91, dDP95] for more details), which encodes the information ordering. This is referred to as the entailment relation and is sometimes denoted by . A cylindric constraint system includes constraints of the form ∃ x c (cylindric elements) to model hiding of local variables, and constraints of the form d xy (diagonal elements) to model parameter passing. The axioms of the constraint system include laws from the theory of cylindric algebras [HMT71] which model the cylindrification operators ∃ x as a kind of first-order existential quantifiers, and the diagonal elements d xy as the equality between x and y.
hiding, local variables
procedure call, recursion In PCCP probability is introduced via a probabilistic choice and a form of probabilistic parallelism. The former replaces the nondeterministic choice of CCP, while the latter replaces the pure nondeterminism in the interleaving semantics of CCP by introducing a probabilistic scheduling. This allows us to implement mechanisms for differentiating the relative advancing speed of a set of agents running in parallel.
The concrete syntax of a PCCP agent A is given in Table 1 , where c and c i are finite constraints in C, and p i and q i are real numbers representing probabilities. Note that at the syntactic level no restrictions are needed on the values of the numbers p i and q i ; as explained in the next section, they will be turned into probability distributions by a normalisation process occurring during the computation. The meaning of p(x) is given by a procedure declaration of the form p(y) : −A, where y is the formal parameter. We will assume that for each procedure name there is at most one definition in a fixed set of declarations (or program) P .
Operational Semantics
The operational model of PCCP can be intuitively described as follows. All processes share a common store consisting of the least upper bound, denoted by , (with respect to the inverse of the entailment relation) of all the constraints established up to that moment by means of tell actions. These actions allow for communication. Synchronisation is achieved via an ask guard which tests whether the store entails a given constraint. The probabilistic choice construct allows for a random selection of one of the different possible synchronisations making the program similar to a random walk-like stochastic process. Parts of the store can be made local by means of a hiding operator corresponding to a logical existential quantifier.
The operational semantics of PCCP is formally defined in terms of a probabilistic transition system, (Conf, −→ p ), where Conf is the set of configurations A, d representing the state of the system at a certain moment and the transition relation −→ p is defined in Table 2 . The state of the system is described by the agent A which has still to be executed, and the common store d. The index p in the transition relation indicates the probability of the transition to take place. In order to describe all possible stages of the evolution of agents, in Table 2 we use an extended syntax by introducing an agent stop which represents successful termination, and an agent ∃ d x A which represents the evolution of an agent of the form ∃ x B where d is the local information on x produced during this evolution. The agent ∃ x B can then be seen as the particular case where the local store is empty, that is d = true. In the following we will identify all agents of the form n i=1 q i : stop and ∃ d x stop with the agent stop as they all indicate a successful termination.
The rules of Table 2 are closely related to the ones for nondeterministic CCP, and we refer to [dDP95] for a detailed description. The rules for probabilistic choice and prioritised parallelism involve a normalisation process needed to redistribute the probabilities among those agents A i which can actually be chosen for execution. Such agents must be enabled (i.e. the corresponding guards ask(c i ) succeed) or active (i.e. able to make a transition). This means that we have to re-define the probability distribution so that only enabled/active agents have non-zero probabilities and the sum of these probabilities is one. The probability after normalisation is denoted byp j . For example, in rule R2 the normalised transition probability can be defined for all enabled agents bỹ
where the sum c j p j is over all enabled agents. When there are no enabled agents normalisation is not necessary. We treat a zero probability in the same way as a non-entailed guard, i.e. agents with zero probability are not enabled; this guarantees that normalisation never involves a division by a zero value. Analogous considerations apply to the normalisation of active agents in R3. It might be interesting to note that there are alternative ways to deal with the situation where c j p j = 0 (all enabled agents have probability zero). In [DW00] normalisation is defined in this case as the assignment of a uniform distribution on the enabled agents; such a normalisation procedure allows, for example, to introduce a quasi-sequential composition.
The meaning of rule R4 is intuitively explained by saying that the agent ∃ d x A behaves "almost" like A, with the difference that the variable x which is possibly present in A must be considered local, and that the information present in d has to be taken into account. Thus, if the store which is visible at the external level is c, then the store which is visible internally by A is d (∃ x c) . Now, if A is able to make a step, thus reducing itself to A and transforming the local store into d , what we see from the external point of view is that the agent is transformed into ∃ d x A , and that the information ∃ x d present in the global store is transformed into ∃ x d .
The semantics of a procedure call p(x), modelled by Rule R5, consists in the execution of the agent A defining p(x) with a parameter passing mechanism similar to call-by-reference: the formal parameter x is linked to the actual parameter y in such a way that y inherits the constraints established on x and vice-versa. This is realised in a way to avoid clashes between the formal parameter and occurrences of y in the agent via the operator ∆ x y defined by: Observables We will consider a notion of observables which captures the probabilistic input/output behaviour of a PCCP agent. We will define the observables O(A, d) of an agent A in store d as a probability distribution on constraints. Formally, this is defined as an element in the real vector space:
that is the free vector space obtained as the set of all formal linear combinations of elements in C. The coefficients x c represent the probability associated to constraints c. Operationally, a distribution O(A, d) corresponds to the set of all pairs c, p , where c is the result of a computation of A starting in store d and p is the probability of computing that result. For the purpose of this paper we will restrict to agents which only exhibit computations whose length is bounded. Note that since our programs are finitely branching this implies by König's lemma that the vector space of constraints is finite-dimensional.
We formally define the set of results for an agent A as follows.
We denote by Comp(A, d) the set of all computational paths for A in store d.
We define the result of π as res(π) = c n and its probability as
Because of the probabilistic choice, there might be different computational paths for a given PCCP program which lead to the same result. The probability associated to a given result c is then the sum of all probabilities prob(π) associated to all paths π such that res(π) = c. This suggests that we introduce the following equivalence relation on Comp(A). 
We can now define the probabilistic input/output observables of a given agent A in store d as the set
In the following we will adopt the convention that whenever the initial store is omitted then it is intended to be true. 
This agent simulates an ATM which recognises PINn: if PINn has been told the machine dispenses cash, otherwise -for any incorrect PINi -it sounds an alarm.
Consider now the following agent representing the client whose PIN is i:
The computational paths for the parallel composition M i ≡ p : ATMn q : C i are given in Figure 1 respectively for the case in which i = n and i = n. When run in the initial store true, agent ATMn is not active (no constraints PINj, 1 ≤ j ≤ m is entailed by the store); thus C i is scheduled with probability 1 (obtained by q after normalisation). The resulting configuration is p : ATMn q : stop, PINi . Now the only active agent is ATMn which is then executed with (normalised) probability 1 leading to the final configuration stop, cash in the case where the PIN number is correct (right hand side derivation in Figure 1 ) and stop, alarm in the case where the PIN number is wrong (left hand side derivation in Figure 1) . 
The observables are then O(M
i ) = { PIN i alarm, 1 } for i = n, O(M i ) = { PIN n cash, 1 } for i = n.
Probabilistic noninterference and identity confinement
The original idea of noninterference as stated in [GM82] can be expressed in the PCCP formalism via the notion of identity confinement. Roughly, this notion establishes whether it is possible to identify which process is running in a given program. Therefore, given a set of agents and a set of potential intruders, the latter cannot see what the former set is doing, or more precisely, no spy is able to find out which of the agents in the first group is actually being executed.
This formulation is the natural translation in the context of PCCP of the notion of confinement typically expressed in imperative languages via the values of variables [SS00] .
The following example illustrates the notion of identity confinement as compared to the imperative formulation. It also shows the difference between nondeterministic and probabilistic (identity) confinement.
Example 2. In an imperative language, confinement -as formulated for example in [SS99,SS00] -usually refers to a standard two-level security model consisting of high and low level variables. One then considers the (value of the) high variable h as confined if the value of the low level variable l is not "influenced" by the value of the high variable, i.e. if the observed values of l are independent of h.
The following statement illustrates the difference between nondeterministic and probabilistic confinement:
The value of l clearly depends "somehow" on h. However, if we resolve the choice nondeterministically it is impossible to say anything about the value of h by observing the possible values of l. Concretely, we get the following dependencies between h and possible values of l:
i.e. the possible values of l are the same independently from the fact that h is even or odd. In other words, h is nondeterministically confined. In a probabilistic setting the observed values for l and their probabilities allow us to distinguish cases where h is even from those where h is odd. We have the following situation: Therefore, the probabilities to get l = 0 and l = 1 reveal if h is even or odd, i.e. h is probabilistically not confined.
Example 3. We can re-formulate the situation above in our declarative setting by considering the following agents:
The constraint system consists of four elements:
where true on false and true off false. The constraints on and off represent the situations in which the low variable l = 1 or l = 0 respectively. The agent hOn corresponds then to the behaviour of the imperative program fragment in case that h mod 2 = 1, while hOff corresponds to the case where h mod 2 = 0. The auxiliary agent Rand corresponds to the second choice in the above imperative fragment. The imperative notion of confinement now translate in our framework into a problem of identity confinement: getting information about h in the previous setting is equivalent to discriminating between hOn and hOff, i.e. revealing their identity. The two agents will be identity confined if they are observationally equivalent in any context.
As explained in Section 2.2, the observables of a PCCP agent correspond to a distribution on the constraint system, that is a vector in the space V(C). Thus, the difference between two observables corresponds to the vector difference between the given observables and can be measured by means of a norm. We adopt here the supremum norm · ∞ formally defined as
where (x i ) i∈I represents a probability distribution. However, as long as we are interested in defining the identity of two vectors, any p-norm: (x i ) i∈I p = p i∈I |x i | p would be appropriate. Probabilistic identity confinement is then defined as follows [DHW01] : 
Therefore hOn and hOff are not probabilistically identity confined. 
It is easy to see that in their nondeterministic versions A and B executed in any context give the same observables. A and B are thus nondeterministically identity confined. Treating the choice probabilistically still gives us the same observables for A and B if they are executed on their own (cf. Figure 3 ), but they are not probabilistically confined. A context which reveals the identity of A and B is for example the agent: 
We observe that if we restrict to a particular class of contexts, namely those of the form:
then A and B are probabilistically identity confined with respect to these agents: for any choice of the scheduling probabilities p and q = 1−p, we obtain the same observables for the parallel compositions of D with A and B respectively. If neither c nor d entails g then D will never be executed, and the executions of p : A q : D and p : B q : D are essentially the same as for A and B alone (cf. Figure 3) .
If only d entails g we obtain the derivations in Figure 6 . The case where g is entailed by c alone is analogous. In all cases we end up with a single result c d h with probability one.
The derivations of p : A q : D and p : B q : D in the case that both c and d entail g are depicted in Figure 7 : again we obtain the same result c d h with probability one. In general, identical behaviour in all contexts is hardly ever achievable. It therefore makes sense to ask for identical observables if A and B are executed in parallel with agents with only limited capabilities. Moreover, the power of a context can be evaluated in terms of its ability to distinguish the behaviours of two agents. It is also reasonable to think that its effectiveness will depend on the probabilities of the scheduling in the interleaving with the given agents. This leads to the definition of a weaker (and yet more practical) notion of probabilistic identity confinement which is parametric in the type of context S and the scheduling probability p. We will introduce such a notion, which we call approximate identity confinement, in the next section.
Approximate Identity Confinement
In Section 1 we argued that it is practically more useful to base noninterference properties on some similarity notions instead of equivalence once.
The confinement notion discussed above is exact in the sense that it refers to the equivalence of the agents' behaviour. In this section, we introduce a technique which allows us to relax confinement to an approximate and yet more effective notion.
The intuitive idea behind such a notion is that we look at how much the behaviours of two agents differ, instead of qualitatively asserting whether they are identical or not. In particular, in the probabilistic case we can measure the distance ε between the distributions representing the agents' observables instead of checking whether this difference is 0. We can then say that the agents are ε-confined for some ε ≥ 0.
We illustrate this idea by means of the ATM example introduced in Section 2.2.
Example 6. Consider the program in Example 1 which simulates an ATM (Automatic Teller Machine) accepting only a single PIN number n out of m possible PINs, e.g. m = 10000:
The following agent simulates a spy which tries a random PIN number i:
If we consider two such machines ATMn 1 and ATMn 2 for n 1 = n 2 and execute them in context S we obtain two slightly different observables, namely:
Clearly, O(p : ATMn 1 q : S) and O(p : ATMn 2 q : S) are different. For most PINs both machines will sound an alarm in most cases, but if we are lucky, the spy will use the correct PINs in which case we are able to distinguish the two machines (besides earning some cash). The chances for this happening are small but are captured essentially if we look at the difference between the observables:
The set {ATMn} n is ε-confined with respect to S with ε = 1 m but not strictly confined. In the practical applications, m is usually very large, that is ε is very small, which makes it reasonable to assume the ATM's agents as secure although not exactly confined.
The notion of approximate identity confinement we will define in the following is based on the idea of measuring how much the behaviour of two agents differs if we put them in a certain context. We will refer to such a context as spy or attacker. This restriction makes sense as no system is secure against an omnipotent attacker [LMMS98] and its security depends on the quality of the possible attacker. We will discuss in the following different kinds of such attackers.
As an example, consider the class of attackers expressed in PCCP by:
where f i ∈ C are fresh constraints, that is constraints which never appear in the execution of the host agents, and c i ∈ C. These agents are passive and memoryless attackers. They do not change the behaviour of the hosts, and are only allowed to interact with the store in one step. Nevertheless, they are sufficient for formalising quite powerful attacks such as the timing attacks in [Koc95] . A generalisation of this class is to consider active spies (e.g. Example 7 and Example 1) and/or spies with memory such as ask(c)
Example 7. Consider the two agents:
If executed in store true, A and B are obviously confined with respect to any passive spy. They both do nothing, and it is therefore impossible to distinguish them by just observing. However, for an active spy like S ≡ tell(c) it is easy to determine if it is being executed in parallel with A or B. Note that if executed in any store d such that d c, the two agents A and B are always distinguishable because their observables are different.
The notion of approximate confinement which we introduce in the following is a generalisation of the identity confinement introduced in [DHW01] and defined in Section 2.3. The definition we give is parametric with respect to a set of admissible spies S and scheduling probabilities p and q = 1 − p. We say that two agents A and B are approximately confined with respect to a set of spies S iff there exists an ε ≥ 0 such that for all S ∈ S the distance between the observables of p : A q : S and p : B q : S is smaller than ε. We consider as a measure for this distance the supremum norm · ∞ as in Definition 4. In this case, the choice of this norm is particularly appropriate because it allows us to identify a single constraint c for which the associated probabilities are maximally different. In the following we will usually omit the index ∞.
Definition 5. Given a set of admissible spies S, we call two agents A and B ε-confined for some ε ≥ 0 iff:
This definition can be generalised to a set of more than two agents. The number ε associated to a given class of spies S can be seen as a measure of the "power" of S. In fact, it is strongly related to the number of tests a spy needs to perform in order to reveal the identity of the host agents. We will make this argument more precise in the next section. Note that this number depends on the scheduling probability. This is because the effectiveness of a spy can only be evaluated depending on the internal design of the host system which is in general not known to the spy. For example, in [DHW03b] we have presented an analysis which shows that the "best" spy of the class S 2 defined above is one with a choice distribution where p 1 is very close to 0 and p 2 is very close to 1, or vice versa.
Obviously, if two agents A and B are ε-confined with ε(p) = 0 for all scheduling probability p then they are probabilistically identity confined.
Statistical Interpretation
The notion of approximate confinement is strongly related to statistical concepts, in particular to so-called hypothesis testing (see e.g. [Sha99] ).
Identification by Testing Let us consider the following situation. We have two agents A and B which are attacked by a spy S. Furthermore, we assume that A and B are ε-confined with respect to S. This means that the observables O(p : A q : S) and O(p : B q : S) are ε-similar. In particular, as the observables do not include infinite results, we can identify some constraint c ∈ C such that |p A (c) − p B (c)| = ε, where p A (c) is the probability of the result c in an execution of p : A q : S and p B (c) is the probability that c is a result of p : B q : S.
Following the standard interpretation of probabilities as "long-run" relative frequencies, we can thus expect that the number of times we get c as result of an execution of p : A q : S and p : B q : S will differ "on the long run" by exactly a factor ε. That means if we execute p : A q : S or p : B q : S "infinitely" often we can determine p A (c) and p B (c) as the limit of the frequencies with which we obtain c as result.
In fact, for any unknown agent X we can attempt do determine p X (c) experimentally by executing p : X q : S over and over again. Assuming that X is actually the same as either A or B we know that the p X (c) we obtain must be either p A (c) or p B (c). We thus can easily determine this way if X = A or X = B, i.e. reveal the identity of X (if ε = 0), simply by testing.
Unfortunately -as J.M. Keynes pointed out -we are all dead on the long run. The above described experimental setup is therefore only of theoretical value. For practical purposes we need a way to distinguish A and B by finite executions of p : A q : S and p : B q : S. If we execute p : A q : S and p : B q : S only a finite number of -say n -times, we can observe a certain experimental frequency p Analogously, we can determine the frequency p n X (c) for an unknown agent X by testing, i.e. by looking at n executions of p : X q : S. We can then try to Nevertheless, we could argue that it is more likely that X = A as the observed p 1 X (c) = 0 is closer to p A = 0.1 than to p B = 0.5. The problem is now to determine, on the basis of such experiments, how much the identification of X with A is "more correct" than identifying X with B on the basis of such experiments.
For finite experiments we can only make a guess about the true identity of X, but never definitely reveal its identity. The confidence we can have in our guess or hypothesis about the identity of an unknown agent X -i.e. the probability that we make a correct guess -depends obviously on two factors: the number of tests n and the difference ε between the observables of p : A q : S and p : B q : S.
Hypothesis Testing
The problem is to determine experimentally if the unknown agent X is one of two known agents A and B. The only way we can obtain information about X is by executing it in parallel with a spy S. In this way we can get an experimental estimate for the observables of p : X q : S. We then can compare this estimate with the observables of p : A q : S and p : B q : S.
That means: based on the outcome of some finite experiments (involving an unknown agent X) we formulate a hypothesis H about the identity of X, namely either that "X is A" or that "X is B". Our hypothesis about the identity of X will be formulated according to a simple rule: depending if the experimental estimate for the observables of p : X q : S are closer to O(p : A q : S) or to O(p : B q : S) we will identify X with A or B respectively.
More precisely, the method to formulate the hypothesis H about the identity of the unknown process X consists of the two following steps:
1. We execute p : X q : S exactly n times in order to obtain an experimental approximation, i.e. average, for its observables 
The question is now whether the guess expressed by the hypothesis H about the true identity of the black box X, which we formulate according to the above procedure, is correct; or more precisely: what is the probability that the hypothesis H holds? To do this we have to distinguish two cases or scenarios:
X is actually A: What is the probability (in this case) that we formulate the correct hypothesis H : X is A and what is the probability that we formulate the incorrect hypothesis H : X is B? X is actually B: What is the probability (in this case) that we formulate the correct hypothesis H : X is B and what is the probability that we formulate the incorrect hypothesis H : X is A?
Clearly, in each case the probability to formulate a correct hypothesis and the probability to formulate an incorrect hypothesis add up to one. Furthermore, it is obvious that both scenarios "X is actually A" and "X is actually B" are symmetric. We will therefore investigate only one particular problem. Suppose that X is actually agent A, what is the probability that -according to the above procedure -we formulate the -in this case -correct hypothesis H : X is A.
In the following we use the notation p X (c) and p n X (c) to denote the probability assigned to c ∈ C in the distribution representing the observables O(p : X q : S) and in the experimental average O n (p : X q : S) respectively. Furthermore, we look at a simplified situation where we are considering only a single constraint c where the difference between p A (c) and p B (c) is maximal. Let us assume without loss of generality that p A (c) < p B (c) as in the diagram below:
If the experimental value p n X (c) = p n A (c) we obtained in our test is anywhere to the left of p A (c) + ε/2 then the hypothesis H we formulate (based on p n A (c)) will be the correct one: "X is A"; if the experimental value is to the right of p A (c) + ε/2 we will formulate the incorrect hypothesis: "X is B".
Under the assumption that "X is actually A" the probability P(H) that we will formulate the correct hypothesis "X is A" is therefore:
To estimate P(H) we have just to estimate the probability P(p Confidence Estimation The confidence we can have in the hypothesis H we formulate is true can be determined by various statistical methods. These methods allow us to estimate the probability that an experimental average X n -in our case p n A (c) -is within a certain distance from the corresponding expectation value E(X) -here p A (c) -i.e. the probability
for some ε ≥ 0. These statistical methods are essentially all based on the central limit theorem, e.g. [Bil86, GS97, Sha99] .
The type of tests we consider here to formulate a hypothesis about the identity of the unknown agent X are described in statistical terms by so called Bernoulli Trials which are parametric with respect to two probabilities p and q = 1 − p (which have nothing to do with the scheduling probabilities above). The central limit theorem for this type of tests [GS97, Thm 9.2] gives us an estimate for the probability that the experimental value S n = n · X n after n repetitions of the test will be in a certain interval [a, b]:
Unfortunately, the integral of the so called standard normal density on the right hand side of the above expression is not easy to obtain. In practical situations one has to resort to numerical methods or statistical tables, but it allows us -at least in principle -to say something about P(H).
Identifying S n with n · p n A we can utilise the above expression to estimate the probability P(p A (c) + ε/2 ≤ p n A ) which determines P(H). In order to do this we have to take:
This allows us -in principle -to compute the probability:
Approximating -as it is common in statistics -
We see that the only way to increase the probability P(H), i.e. the confidence that we formulate the right hypothesis about the identity of X, is by minimising the integral. In order to do this we have to increase the lower bound a 0 of the integral. This can be achieved -as one would expect -by increasing the number n of experiments.
We can also see that for a smaller ε we have to perform more tests n to reach the same level of confidence, P(H): The smaller n the harder it is to distinguish A and B experimentally. Note that for ε = 0, the probability of correctly guessing which of the agents A and B is in the black box is 1 2 , which is the best blind guess we can make anyway. In other words: for ε = 0 we cannot distinguish between A and B. The probability P(H) to formulate the correct hypothesis H depends on the lower bound a 0 of the above integral, i.e. the normal distribution N (a 0 , ∞):
The bound a 0 in turn depends on the number n of experiments we perform. The value of a 0 for 9 tests is: In other words, if we repeat the execution of 1 2 : X 1 2 : C exactly 9 times, the probability of formulating a correct hypothesis H about the identity of X is about (using a normal distribution table, e.g. [GS97, p499]):
but if we perform 144 test our confidence level will rise to
For 9 tests the hypothesis formulated will be right with an about 60% chance, while for 144 tests it will be correct with about 85%.
3 Process Algebra Formulation of Noninterference
Probabilistic Process Algebra
Process algebras are specification languages (see, e.g., [BW90, BPS01] ) that describe the behaviour of concurrent systems through actions, which in our setting are syntactically divided into output actions and input actions, and through algebraic operators, which in our setting are enriched with probabilistic information (see, e.g., [BBS95] ). The algebraic model of a system communicates with the environment through its inputs and outputs and performs internal computations through special, unobservable actions, termed τ actions. Formally, we denote with AType the set of visible action types, ranged over by a, b, . . .. For each visible action type a, we distinguish the output action a and the input action a * . The complete set of actions, termed Act and ranged over by π, π , . . ., contains the input actions and the output actions with type in AType and the action τ . The set L of process terms, ranged over by P, Q, . . ., is generated by the syntax: denote the prefix, alternative, parallel, restriction, and hiding operators, respectively. Constants A are used to specify recursive systems. In particular, we assume a set of constants defining equations of the form A ∆ = P to be given. In the rest of the paper, we restrict ourselves to the set G of finite state, closed, guarded terms of L, which we call processes [Mil89] . Now, we informally describe the algebraic operators and the probabilistic model through an example. The reader interested in details and proofs should refer to [ABG03] . The communication interface between processes Client and ATM , defined by set S = {insert pin, cash, fail }, says that the two processes (i) interact by synchronously executing actions of type in S, and (ii) asynchronously and independently execute each other local action. Probability p is the parameter of a probabilistic scheduler that, in each system state, decides which of the two processes must be scheduled, i.e. Client with probability p and ATM with probability 1 − p. Now, let us detail each component in isolation. Process Client repeatedly tries to insert a pin until the right number allows it to withdraw the cash:
The alternative choice operator " + q " says that process Client can either insert a pin (output action insert pin) with probability q, and afterwards behaving as process Client , or stay idle (action τ ) with probability 1 − q, and afterwards behaving as the same process Client. The actions insert pin and τ follow the generative model of probabilities [GSS95] , which is the same model adopted by PCCP (cf. Section 2). In essence, the process autonomously decides, on the basis of a probability distribution (guided by parameter q), which action will be executed and how to behave after such an event.
Process Client waits for the answer provided by the environment, i.e., it can either withdraw cash in case the pin number is right (input action cash * ), and afterwards stopping its execution (see the null term 0), or receive an unsuccessful message (input action fail * ), and afterwards behaving as process Client again. In practice, process Client internally reacts to the choice of the action type, cash or fail , performed by the environment (i.e., the machine). Formally, the input actions fail * and cash * follow the reactive model of probabilities [GSS95] . In particular, if the machine decides to communicate the action of type fail , then the client performs with probability 1 the unique input action of that type, which leads to process Client. Similarly, if the machine outputs the action of type cash, then the client chooses the input action cash * and then stops its execution. As a consequence of such a behaviour, parameter q is not considered or, equivalently, from the viewpoint of process Client in isolation, the choice between such actions is purely nondeterministic, because their execution is entirely guided by the external environment. Process ATM , instead, is ready to accept new incoming pins or it stays idle:
The two actions insert pin * model the internal reaction of process ATM to the choice of the action type insert pin performed by its environment (i.e., the client). Such a reaction is guided by a probability distribution associated with the input actions of type insert pin that process ATM can perform. More precisely, whenever the action type insert pin is chosen by the client, process ATM reacts by choosing either the first action insert pin * with probability r and then refusing the pin (output action fail ), or the second action insert pin * with probability 1 − r and then delivering cash (output action cash). Alternatively, if process ATM is not accepting pins from the environment, the internal action τ is repeatedly executed to model the idle periods of the machine. The choice between the input actions insert pin * and such an internal event is nondeterministic (parameter r is not considered), because the execution of an action insert pin * is entirely guided by the external environment. According to the considerations above, the processes interact in the composed system as follows. In the initial state of our example, the system executes a move of process Client with probability p: it executes either the internal move τ with probability p · (1 − q), or the synchronising move insert pin with probability p · q (with probability p · q · r it executes an insert pin action synchronised with the first input action of process ATM and with probability p · q · (1 − r) an insert pin action synchronised with the second input action of process ATM ). Note that the result of a synchronisation between an output action insert pin and an input action insert pin * is again an output action of type insert pin (similarly as in CSP [Hoa85] ). On the other hand, the system may schedule with probability 1 − p process ATM by executing its internal action τ , which gets the entire probability 1 − p associated to process ATM . Afterwards, if, e.g., the winning action is the action insert pin leading to term Client p S cash.ATM , then the system executes the synchronising action cash with probability 1, because it is the unique action that can be performed by the composed system. In particular, note that action fail * of process Client is blocked, because the environment of process Client , represented by process cash.ATM , is not available to output a corresponding output action fail . In Figure 8 we report the labeled transition systems that are associated with processes Client and ATM in isolation and with the composed system. The example above emphasises some features of the probabilistic process algebra that we now describe in more detail. As far as the CSP-like communication policy is concerned, in any binary synchronisation at most one output action can be involved and, in such a case, the result is an output action of the same type. Instead, in case two input actions of type a synchronise, then the result is again an input action of type a. We recall that the actions belonging to the communication interface are constrained to synchronise, while all the other actions are locally and independently executed by the processes that compose the system.
As far as the probability model is concerned, we have seen that output and internal actions follow the generative model, while input actions follow the reactive model. Probabilistic choices among output/internal actions or among input actions of the same type are fully probabilistic, while in each other case the choice is purely nondeterministic. This is because input actions are underspecified, in the sense that their execution is guided by the environment behaviour. Hence, the parameters that probabilistically guide the choices come into play if and only if a probabilistic choice is really to be performed. Moreover, Example 9 has emphasised the following behaviors of the parallel operator:
-In case the execution of some output actions of P is prevented in P p S Q (P \L), the probabilities of executing the remaining output/internal actions of P are proportionally redistributed (similarly for Q). That is a standard approach when restricting actions in the generative model of probabilities [GSS95] , as also seen in case of PCCP (cf. Section 2).
-In case of synchronising output actions a of P in P p S Q, their probability is distributed among the multiple actions a obtained by synchronising with input actions a * executable by Q, according to the probability the actions a * are chosen in Q.
As a consequence of the policies specified above, we point out that in each system state of a process term, the sum of the probabilities of output and internal actions (input actions of a given type a), if there are any, is always equal to 1. Now, we informally describe the behaviour of the hiding operator, which is needed to specify security properties. The hiding operator P/ p a turns output and input actions of type a into actions τ , by changing the probabilities according to the following rules.
-As far as output/internal actions executable by P/ p a are concerned, we distinguish the following cases:
1. If P enables both some output/internal actions and some input actions a * , then P/ p a chooses an action τ (obtained by hiding an action a * of P ) with probability p and an output/internal action previously enabled in P with probability 1 − p. Such a rule guarantees that the hiding operator does not introduce nondeterminism among actions that follow the generative model of probability. 2. If either P does not enable output/internal actions, or P does not enable input actions a * , then in P/ p a parameter p is not considered. -As far as input actions are concerned, P/ p a enables the same input actions (with the same probability distribution) of type b = a enabled in P .
Example 10. Consider process P
where the choice among a * and the output actions is purely nondeterministic (parameter q is not considered). The semantics of P/ p a , which corresponds to process τ + p (b+ q c), is a probabilistic choice between τ , executed with probability p, and the actions b and c, executed with probability (1 − p) · q and (1 − p) · (1 − q) , respectively. Hence, parameter p expresses the probability that the action τ obtained by hiding the input action a * of P is executed with respect to the output actions previously enabled by P .
A goal of the hiding operator consists of turning open systems (i.e., systems enabling reactive choices due to input actions) into fully specified systems (i.e., fully generative systems, which do not include nondeterministic behaviours). In particular, the hiding operator resolves all the nondeterministic choices due to possible interactions with the environment by turning them into probabilistic choices. Intuitively, the effect of hiding an input action a * corresponds to the execution of a synchronisation between a * and an output action a offered by the environment. Such an interaction gives rise to an internal action τ whose probability distribution depends on parameter p of the hiding operator. When analysing security properties that employ the hiding operator, we will show that the low-level behaviour of a secure system does not depend on the choice of parameter p.
In the rest of the paper we use the following abbreviations. We assume parameter p to be equal to 1 2 whenever it is omitted from any probabilistic operator. Moreover, when it is clear from the context, we use the abbreviation P/S, with S = {a 1 , . . . , a n } ⊆ AType, to denote the expression P/ a1 . . . / an .
Operational Semantics and Equivalence
In this section, we provide a brief formal presentation of the semantics of the calculus. The reader not interested in such details can skip the rest of the section and proceed with the description of the security model.
The operational semantics of the probabilistic process algebra is given by the labeled transition system (G, Act, T ), whose states are process terms and the transition relation T is the least multiset satisfying the operational rules reported in Table 3 and in Table 4 . For a formal presentation of the semantics rules, the reader should refer to [BA03, ABG03] , while here we just discuss some general aspects.
As far as the notation is concerned, we denote with RAct and GAct the sets of input actions, termed reactive actions, and of output and internal actions, termed generative actions, respectively. Then, we use the abbreviations P π − − −→ to stand for ∃p, P : P π, p − − −→ P , denoting that P can execute action π with probability p and then behave as P , and P G − − −→ , with G ⊆ GAct, to stand for ∃a ∈ G : P a − − −→ , meaning that P can execute a generative action belonging to set G.
As far as the rules for P + p Q and P p S Q are concerned, note that in addition to the reported rules, which refer to the local moves of the left-hand process P , we also consider the symmetric rules taking into account the local moves of the right-hand process Q. Such symmetric rules are obtained by exchanging the roles of terms P and Q in the premises and by replacing p with 1 − p in the label of the derived transitions. Moreover, we also point out that for both operators, parameter p comes into play if and only if a probabilistic choice between P and Q is really to be performed. For instance, in case of the alternative choice operator, if P enables at least a generative action and Q does not, then P + p Q performs a generative transition of P with probability 1. Otherwise, if both P and Q enable some generative actions, then P + p Q performs a generative transition of P with probability p.
Two important remarks are in order in case of the parallel operator. On the one hand, if both P and Q can execute some synchronising actions a * in P p S Q, then the composed system can execute some actions a * : the probability of each action a * executable by P p S Q is the product of the probabilities of the two actions a * (one of P and one of Q) that are involved in the synchronisation. On the other hand, as also explained in the previous section, when considering P p S Q we must pay attention to the computation of the probability distribution of its generative actions, whose overall probability must sum up to 1. To this aim, in semantics rules we employ the function ν P (G S,Q ) : P(AType ∪ {τ }) −→]0, 1], which computes the sum of the probabilities of the generative transitions of P (executable by P p S Q) whose type belongs to set
− − −→ )} contains the action types not belonging to the synchronisation set S and the action types belonging to S for which an input action of Q can be performed. Hence, ν P (G S,Q ) computes the aggregate probability of the generative transitions of P that can be executed by P p S Q and can be used to normalise the probabilities of the generative transitions of P .
Finally, note that the tables omit the rules for the restriction operator. This is because it can be easily derived from the parallel operator. Indeed, we have that P \L corresponds to process P L 0.
Since the security model we are going to present is based on the semantics of processes (i.e., the security check considers the program behaviour), we need an equivalence relation allowing for a comparison among the observable behaviours of different systems. To this aim, we resort to a probabilistic variant of the weak bisimulation [BH97] , which abstracts away from τ actions and is able to identify deadlock. More precisely, such a relation, termed ≈ PB , is a probabilistic extension of the nondeterministic weak bisimulation (≈ B ) of [Mil89] . In essence, ≈ PB replaces the classical weak transitions of ≈ B by the probability of reaching classes of equivalent states. The notion of weak probabilistic bisimulation is based on the following definitions (for more details, see [ABG03] ). We use a function Prob such that Prob(P, a * , C) denotes the aggregate probability of going from P to a term in the class (of equivalent terms) C by executing an action a * . Moreover, Prob(P, τ * a, C) expresses the aggregate probability of going from P to a term in the equivalence class C via sequences of the form τ * a (if a = τ ) or τ * (if a = τ ). Formally: Table 3 . Operational semantics (part I)
Definition 6. An equivalence relation R ⊆ G × G is a weak probabilistic bisimulation if and only if, whenever (P, Q) ∈ R, then for all C ∈ G/R:
Two terms P, Q ∈ G are weakly probabilistically bisimulation equivalent, denoted P ≈ PB Q, if there exists a weak probabilistic bisimulation R containing the pair (P, Q). Note that such a definition requires two equivalent terms to be strongly equivalent in case of reactive actions and weakly equivalent in case of generative actions. This is because τ is a generative action, therefore the computation of the probability of executing a mixed trace of generative/reactive actions (like, e.g., τ * a * ) does not actually make sense. , where π ∈ {a, b}. In order to compute the probability Prob(Q, τ * π, [0]) we must consider that Q can execute an arbitrary number of times the action τ before reaching state 0 via an action a (b). To this aim, we redistribute the probability Hence, R is a weak probabilistic bisimulation and P ≈ PB Q.
Probabilistic Noninterference
Probabilistic noninterference extends the classical, possibilistic definition of noninterference by providing the means for:
1. capturing those covert channels that are not observable in a purely nondeterministic setting, and 2. measuring the information leakage in terms of probability of observing the related covert channel.
In this section, we show how to formalise probabilistic noninterference in our process algebraic framework, while in the next one we extend the same approach in order to deal with the problem of giving a quantitative estimation of the information leakage.
As usual in security models, in our process algebraic framework we distinguish among high-level visible actions and low-level visible actions by defining two disjoint sets AType H of high-level types and AType L of low-level types, which form a covering of AType, such that the output action a and the input action a * are high-(low-) level actions if a ∈ AType H (a ∈ AType L ). Usually, we use l, l , . . . to denote low-level types and h, h , . . . to denote high-level types. Then, in such a setting, we provide a semantics-based approach to noninterference, i.e., an approach where different program behaviours are compared to analyse a security property. Roughly, we derive two models from the algebraic specification of the system at hand, and then check the semantic equivalence between such derived models. On the one hand, the definition of semantic equivalence between processes is based on the weak probabilistic bisimulation equivalence ≈ PB . On the other hand, the choice of the sub-models to be compared depends on the definition of the security property. Here, we consider the noninterference property of [Ald01, ABG03] , which in turn is the probabilistic version of the Strong Nondeterministic Noninterference property proposed in [FG95] to express the classical noninterference idea of [GM82] . In essence, in order to detect potential high-level interferences, we compare the low-level behaviours of the system model P that can be observed in two different scenarios differing in the high-level behaviours only. In the former scenario, P is isolated from the high-level environment, so that all its high-level interactions are prevented, while in the latter scenario, P interacts with any high-level user that enables all the high-level actions of P .
The definition of Probabilistic Noninterference, here termed PNI , is as follows. For the sake of conciseness, we denote with h P 1 , . . . , h P n the sequence (in alphabetic order) of high-level types that syntactically occur in the action prefix operators within P .
Such a formulation also defines the particular class of adversaries (high-level users) with respect to which the probabilistic noninterference property is parameterised. Formally, according to the PNI definition, we can argue as follows.
On the one hand, P \AType H expresses the low-level view of the system in isolation (without high-level interactions with the environment), since all the high-level actions are prevented.
On the other hand, P/
, where all the high-level actions are hidden, expresses the low-level view of P in case all the high-level interactions with the environment are enabled. In this formula, the hiding operator models the behaviour of any high-level user H that allows all the high-level actions enabled by P to be executed. More precisely, H allows the high-level output actions of P (turned into internal τ actions) to be executed with the probability distribution chosen by P itself. On the other hand, H allows the high-level input actions of P (turned into internal τ actions) to be executed with a probability distribution chosen by H itself according to parameters p 1 , . . . , p n .
The class of attackers considered by the PNI property, here called A PNI , contains active and memoryless high-level users. More precisely, they are active as they can affect the probabilistic behaviour of the system activities, and they are memoryless as they cannot alter their behaviour depending on the previous history. In particular, as stated by the hiding operators, the probability distributions for the high-level inputs are chosen a priori and do not change during the system execution. If the high-level user interacts with the system (such a communication is modeled by the execution of the high-level action high), then the program assigns to the public variable either a confidential value (low-level action copy secret PIN ) with probability 0.5 or a random value (low-level action copy random value) with equal probability 0.5. On the other hand, if the high-level user does not interfere, then the program performs an internal activity that leads to the execution of the illegal assignment with a negligible probability. The choice between the interaction with the high-level user and the internal action is left to the system, which performs it according to parameter p. A nondeterministic approach to noninterference 2 does not reveal any covert channel. This is because independently of the high-level behaviour, the lowlevel view of the system is always the same. However, if an external observer considers the outcomes of repeated executions of the system, then the relative frequency of such outcomes reveals the high-level interference. Formally, we have that P \AType H and P/AType H are not weakly probabilistically bisimulation equivalent. For instance, we have that P \AType H performs the action copy secret PIN (preceded by an invisible transition) with probability 0.001, while P/AType H executes the same observable action (preceded by an invisible transition) with probability p · 0.001 + (1 − p) · 0.5. Therefore, the PNI property is more than enough to capture the probabilistic covert channel described above.
Approximate Noninterference
In this section, we show how the knowledge about the probabilistic behaviour of a system may help the modeler to give a quantitative estimation of each information leakage, thus overcoming the qualitative view according to which a system is or is not secure. More precisely, given a covert channel that is responsible for an illegal information flow (which, e.g., could be revealed also in the possibilistic setting), we can evaluate the effectiveness of such a covert channel, by measuring the probability for an external observer of detecting it.
From a practical standpoint, a quantitative (probabilistic) approach to information flow analysis is useful for the verification of the security level of systems for which probabilities play an important role. For instance, many problems can be solved by using deterministic algorithms that turn out to be secure and require exponential time. On the other hand, probabilistic algorithms are often implemented that solve the same problems in polynomial time (see, e.g., [CKV00, MR99] ). In such a case, the price to pay for a computational gain is the possibility for the observer of detecting an illegal information flow. Because of such a possibility, a probabilistic algorithm cannot be secure in case we limit the information flow analysis to the nondeterministic case. Instead, if we resort to a probabilistic approach, we can formally prove that the same algorithm has an illegal information flow, which, however, occurs with probability close to 0 (see, e.g., [AG02] ). Based on these considerations, we need a quantitative approach in order to estimate the difference between the non-secure system and a secure one.
In our process algebraic setting, we may try to analyse the labeled transition system underlying an algebraic specification, in order to compute the probability that an information flow (from high level to low level) really happens. Unfortunately, a solution to such a problem cannot be provided if the verification of the security properties depends on a behavioural equivalence relation like the weak probabilistic bisimulation considered in the previous sections. This is because any equivalence relation states whether or not two given transition systems behave exactly the same. From a security standpoint, such an approach simply provides a binary answer: the system suffers or does not suffer an information leakage. Hence, small fluctuations in the system behaviour cannot be tolerated. Instead, we need a relaxed relation, which cannot be an equivalence relation, allowing for similar processes to be related, where the term similar stands for "behave almost the same up to small fluctuations".
On the basis of the considerations above, we now introduce a quantitative notion of behavioural similarity for deciding if two probabilistic processes are confined or, more precisely, for measuring the distance between probabilistic transition systems.
Formally, we now introduce the definition of weak probabilistic bisimulation with ε-precision, which is a relaxed version of the weak probabilistic bisimulation ≈ PB presented in Section 3.2.
Definition 8. A relation R ⊆ G × G is a weak probabilistic bisimulation with ε-precision, where ε ∈ ]0, 1[ , if and only if, whenever (P, Q) ∈ R, then for all C ∈ G/R :
We use the abbreviation P ≈ P B ε Q to denote that there exists a weak probabilistic bisimulation with ε-precision R containing the pair (P, Q); alternatively, we say that P (Q) is a ε-perturbation of Q (P ). Note that ≈ P B ε is not a transitive relation and, therefore, it cannot be an equivalence relation.
Example 13. Let us consider the fully specified transition systems depicted in Figure 9 , which enable generative transitions only. It is easy to see that they cannot be weakly probabilistically bisimulation equivalent according to the definition of ≈ P B . Indeed, we have that s 2 and s 4 belong to the same equivalence class, while s 0 , s 1 , and s 3 are in three separate classes, since they have different probabilities of reaching the class [0] of the null term by executing the sequence τ * a (τ * b). However, we can observe that the observable behaviours of such systems are almost the same up to a perturbation ε. More formally, if we tolerate a distance at most equal to ε, we can define a relation that is a weak probabilistic bisimulation with ε-precision as follows. First, we immediately obtain that s 1 and s 2 (s 4 ) are similar, i.e. they belong to the same class C. 
Approximating PNI
The similarity relation can be used to approximate the noninterference property by simply replacing the equivalence relation in its formulation with such a similarity relation. In essence, instead of qualitatively asserting whether or not two sub-models of the system are equivalent, we just look at how much they differ. Since the sub-models to be compared express the low-level behaviour in case the system is isolated from the high environment and the low-level behaviour in case the system interacts with high users, respectively, an approximated noninterference property quantitatively states the capacity of a low-level observer of guessing the high environment behaviour by observing the system execution. In our setting, the definition of process similarity is not parametric with respect to a specific set of adversaries (admissible spies, as termed in Section 2.4). Instead, the given security property is parameterised by a particular class of adversaries. Hence, security strictly depends on the definition of the property. In particular, here we show what happens when approximating the PNI property, which, as we have seen, is parameterised with respect to a particular class A PNI of adversaries. In particular, if we replace in the definition of PNI the weak probabilistic bisimulation with the weak probabilistic bisimulation with ε-precision, we obtain a relaxed property that states if the behaviour of P in isolation is close (according to the distance ε) to that observed when P interacts with anyone of the high-level users in A PNI .
Example 14. Consider the system of Figure 10 :
where it can be observed that:
-the left-hand component, which is chosen with probability p, is clearly nonsecure, since the execution of the action l reveals to the low-level observer that the action h occurred; -the right-hand component, which is chosen with probability 1 − p, is secure, since independently of the (probabilistic) high behaviour a low-level observer always sees the action l with probability 1.
We point out that the probabilistic information is not necessary to capture a covert channel in P , which is easily revealed as a "1-bit covert channel" by the nondeterministic counterpart of the PNI property [ABG03] . In other words, the probabilistic information described in P is not responsible for the information leakage. In spite of this, such an information turns out to be useful to analyse the security level of P . Indeed, the observation of the frequency of the possible outcomes of repeated executions of the system reveals that the behaviour of P is secure with probability 1 − p and discloses an unwanted information flow with probability p. In practice, after a certain number, let us say n, of experiments during which the high-level user interacts with P , it turns out that the mean number of l that have occurred is n · p, while the mean number of l that have occurred is n · (1 − p). Instead, after n experiments during which the high-level user does not interact with P , it turns out that the number of l that have occurred is n. Obviously, by observing the relative frequencies "on the long run" of the observable results, we have that P \AType H and P/AType H will differ by exactly a factor p. That means if an external observer executes the system (under one of the two scenarios) "infinitely often", then it can determine whether or not the high-level user was interfering. However, in a realistic scenario, after a finite number n of experiments and in case p is a value very close to 0, it is very hard for an external observer to understand whether or not the system was interacting with the high-level user. In such a case, the covert channel occurs with a negligible probability and P may be considered as a good approximation of a secure system. The standard interpretation of probabilities as relative frequencies also helps to give an estimation of the covert channel capacity. Indeed, if we assume, e.g., that the system above is executed n times per week, then we can conclude that such a system suffers an information leakage equal to n · p bits per week, since that is (on average) the number of experiments that reveals the high-level user behaviour. Now, we formally show how the weak probabilistic bisimulation with ε-precision is able to determine the security level of P . According to the PNI definition, we have P \AType H ≈ P B P/AType H . However, P \AType H is a p-
Therefore, the system can be considered secure enough as p tends to the value 0. Note that, according to the definition of weak probabilistic bisimulation with ε-precision, if p is less than the threshold ε, then the subsystem P reached from P/AType H by executing the hidden high-level action h is simply disregarded, since it expresses a behaviour of the system reachable with a negligible probability. Therefore P is not to be related with any corresponding behaviour of the system P \AType H .
Example 15. As another example, consider the following probabilistic process:
It is easy to see that P is not PNI secure. Formally, let us denote by C 1 the equivalence class of the null term 0 and by C 2 the equivalence class of term l .0. On the one hand, we have Prob(P \AType H , τ
On the other hand, we have
, from which we derive that (i) process P does not satisfy the PNI property, and (ii) P \AType H ≈ P B ε P/AType H if q ≥ 1 − ε. Intuitively, if q is close to 1, then the low view of P , with or without the interaction with the high-level user, changes according to a small ε-fluctuation. While on the long run such a difference can be precisely identified, for a finite number of experiments P \AType H and P/AType H turn out to behave almost the same. That means if we observe the low-level outcome of repeated executions of the system we are not able to notice the behaviour of the high-level user, since the high interference changes the frequency associated with each possible low-level outcome according to small, negligible fluctuations.
Statistical Interpretation
In a realistic scenario, an external observer makes a guess about the high environment behaviour after a certain number of tests (system executions). That means we need a formal way to measure the difference (by a finite number of experiments) between the low view of P in isolation, modeled by process P \AType H , and the low view of P interacting with any high user in A PNI , expressed by process P/
for any sequence of probabilities p 1 , . . . , p n ∈]0, 1[. The capability of the observer of revealing the difference between such processes expresses a measure of the effectiveness of the covert channel from high level to low level.
As an expected result, we can rephrase in our setting the same approach described in Section 2.5 to evaluate the confidence we can have in our hypothesis about the identity of a process after a finite number of experiments. We omit the technical part concerning the statistical methods behind such an approach (see Section 2.5) and we directly proceed with some clarifying examples.
12 ), we obtain the same results shown in Example 8. More precisely, if we assume n = 9, we have that the hypothesis formulated by the low-level observer will be right with an about 60% chance, while for n = 144 it will be correct with about 85%.
Example 17. Now, let us consider again the same process P of Example 15. We want to estimate the confidence an external observer can have in a hypothesis about the high environment behaviour after a finite number n of experiments. To this purpose, let us assume p = 0.5 and q = 0.99. Such a scenario expresses the fact that the two possible behaviours (i.e. the single output l and the sequence l.l ) are chosen by the system with equal probabilities except for a small fluctuation due to scarce interferences by the high-level user. Formally, in P \AType H the probability of observing the sequence l.l is equal to 0.495, while in P/AType H such a probability is equal to 0.505. Symmetrically, we can compute the probability of observing a single l, which is equal to 0.505 for P \AType H and equal to 0.495 for P/AType H . According to what we have shown in Example 15, the distance between such processes is ε = 0.01. Now, we assume that the highlevel user is interacting with the system and we concentrate on the sequence of events l.l . The probability P for an external low-level observer to identify the correct high environment behaviour depends on the number n of experiments. In particular, for n = 10 we have (cf. Section 2.5): Hence, for 10 tests the hypothesis that the observer formulates will be right with about 51%. Note that the probability of the best blind guess the observer can make is exactly 50%. We also emphasise that if we want such a probability to reach about 90%, then the external observer should execute about 16640 experiments.
The ATM example
We present a simple but real example showing the need for a quantitative estimation of illegal information flows. In particular, we consider an Automatic Teller Machine (ATM), which gives cash if and only if the client inserts the unique, correct PIN number i (of m possible PINs) within a fixed number, say n, of attempts, after which the ATM retires the card: , we observe that the system is clearly non-secure. Indeed, if we hide the high-level actions, expressing the fact that the attacker interacts with the machine, then the action cash is observable. On the contrary, if we purge the system of the high-level actions, modeling the lack of any interaction between the machine and the attacker, then the action cash is not executable. Obviously, a purely nondeterministic approach captures the fact that an illegal behaviour can be observed in case the spy guesses the right PIN. In a realistic scenario, such an event is possible but negligible. For instance, assume that for any attempt the spy randomly samples a PIN value according to a uniform distribution, and take two realistic parameters, i.e. m = 100000 and n = 3. Then, denoted C the equivalence class of the null term, we have that Prob(ATMSys/AType H , τ * cash, C) ≈ 0.00003. Formally, if we employ the weak probabilistic bisimulation with ε-precision (ε = 0.00003), then the system turns out to satisfy the approximated PNI property. This is because the probability of observing the illegal cash leakage is considered to be negligible.
In this paper, we presented two techniques for approximating noninterference properties, thus enriching the intuition behind the definition of probabilistic noninterference, which appeared in the literature to overcome the limitations of classical possibilistic approaches to information flow analysis. Initially, a formulation of probabilistic covert channel was proposed in [McL90, Gra90] , and later on in [Gra92] and in [GS92, SG95] . More recently, in [SS00] the same intuition has been rephrased in the setting of an imperative language with dynamic thread creation, where, as a novelty, a probabilistic notion of bisimulation is used to formalise a security condition. In [Smi01] , a type system is presented that aims to ensure secure information flow in a simple multi threaded imperative programming language running under a uniform probabilistic scheduler. The same author also employs a definition of weak probabilistic bisimulation (inspired by [BH97] ) in [Smi03] .
In the first approach presented in this paper we have concentrated on a notion of observable behaviour for programs in the PCCP language, which corresponds to the probabilistic input/output observables. These can be described by probability distributions on the underlying space of constraints, and we used a vector norm to measure their similarity. By considering the observables of two processes executed in the context of a spy we were then able to measure their confinement. Different analyses can be constructed depending on the type of attacks we consider. For example, in [DHW03b, DHW02b] a control-flow analysis for the confinement property is presented which refers to internal attacks. This is the case where the attacker is part of the observed system and is therefore subject to the same scheduler as the host system. In another context one might be interested in external attacks, where the attacker is only allowed to observe the system from the outside and is thus scheduled in a different way, or one might impose other restrictions on the way a spy may observe the agents in question. In [DHW02a] , an analysis is presented for the case of external attacks, which exploits information about the average store of an agent in some specified number of steps (the observation time).
In the second approach we described, the notion of observable behaviour for processes is formalised in a process algebraic calculus, whose semantics is given in terms of a probabilistic version of the weak bisimulation equivalence. In this setting, we have shown that the robustness of a system against a specified class of attackers (as defined by the probabilistic noninterference property) can be checked by following the same approach introduced in [FG95] in a purely nondeterministic framework. Along this line, in [ABG03] a complete taxonomy of probabilistic security properties is described. The expressiveness of the probabilistic process algebra and of the particular model of probability we adopted allow us to model and analyse real, complex systems. For example, in [AG02] , a case study shows the adequacy of such an approach for analysing the security level (under any probabilistic adversary) of a probabilistic cryptographic protocol [MR99] implemented to achieve a fairness property.
In the literature, other works propose a formal definition of approximated bisimilarity. For example, in [vBW01, DGJP99] different pseudometrics are introduced that quantify the similarity of the behavior of probabilistic transition systems that are not bisimilar. In particular, in [DGJP99] the authors consider a metric on partial labeled Markov chains, which are a generalization of the fully specified transition systems described in Sect. 3, in that for each state the sum of the probabilities of the outgoing transitions, if there are any, is less than (or equal to) 1, while in our case such a sum sums up to 1. Moreover, they extend the same approach to the weak bisimulation case in [DGJP02] . With respect to such pseudometrics, the notion of approximated weak probabilistic bisimulation ≈ P B ε allows systems that can have largely different possible behaviours to be related under the condition that such behaviours are observable with a negligible probability. Another approach to the approximation of bisimilarity has been recently proposed in [DHW03c, DHW03a] , which extends the approach presented in this paper to probabilistic transition systems and is based on the definition of bisimulation via a linear operator and the use of an operator norm for measuring noninterference.
